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About Me

I

�� started using computers at the age of 10 and I have
gained an excellent knowledge in all areas of
design, computers and the internet. I am very
passionate about the creative industry and I envision the
possibility for a better world and future through making
technological and artistic breakthroughs in the field of
design. In my opinion, better design means a healthier,
more prosperous and happier world in general.

One of my greatest strengths is my adaptability, my vast
array of technical knowledge and my high attention to
detail. I am able to easily adapt from being a designer to
a programmer, to an artist, to a software and hardware
technician, to a marketing advisor / salesperson, to a
creative director. This adaptability can be seen in my
design work where I am able to handle any task given, be
it print, web, branding or multimedia.

Skills
PHOTOSHOP
ILLUSTRATION

illustrator

VISUAL DESIGN

indesign

branding

dreamweaver

PHOTOMANIPULATION

flash

TYPOGRAPHY

html5

WEB DESIGN

css3

PROGRAMMING

javascript/PHP
cinema 4d

Education
2013

2012

Drawing & Painting
Various Short Courses

2011

2010

ENMORE DESIGN
CENTER TAFE
Advanced Diploma of
Graphic Design

2009

2008

2007

2006

JUNIOR
WORK

Qantm College SYDNEY

ARTSPEC

Diploma of Multimedia & Graphic Design
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Work
MARCH
2013

MONEYTECH LIMITED	

Graphic Designer & Web Dev

Being a corporate company delivered challenges in design that I was able to overcome - i.e. the
art of balancing to keep a stylish design that can also have a corporate appeal.
Many promotional items and a website was developed for them, and their subcompany:
360 Markets was given a completely new rebranding.
OCTOBER

www.LEONFRESH.COM

Freelance Graphic Designer

ENTIRE TRAVEL CONNECTION	

Graphic Designer & Web Dev

MARCH
2012

One of the leading France and Tahiti travel specialists in Sydney needed many graphic design
and web development done for their existing products.
Here I liased with the managers and marketing department to create many different creative
promotional items, and completely revamped several of their sites, of which saw a dramatic
increase in positive statistics.

SEPTEMBER
2011

Chinese Biz News Australia

Graphic Designer

Chinese Biz News Austalia published a weekly Chinese Newspaper targeted toward
businessmen to be sold and distributed across major newsagencies Sydney-wide.
Tasks included managing all aspects of design until it’s ready for print, marketing and
promotional work, designing layout and advertisements.

DECEMBER
2010

ADDISON JOINERY PTY LTD	

Graphic & Web Designer

Addison Joinery is a Shopfitting company which specializes in renovating commercial and
retail shops, they even had huge clients like McDonalds.
I took care of all their design needs from anything like stationery design to interior design, to
printing out large vinyls and I answered phone calls in a professional manner.
MARCH
2009

ARTSPEC DESIGN STUDIO

Junior Graphic Designer

ARTSPEC needed a Junior designer to help with the workload, mostly specializing in school
and sport graphic design and presentations.
I was given tasks such as retouching & adjusting photos, designing brochures and layout work,
all of which I was able to complete in a short period of time.
DECEMBER
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Tel:

http://www.independentdesign.com.au/#contact

(02) 8907 2525

Mob: 0419 767 248
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